
Teaching Senators 

The Game 
In Senators each player is leading a faction within Roman society and is trying to get support 
from the Senate.  How does a faction get support?  Bribery.  Players acquire money to bribe 
senators through collecting sets of resources using auctions or extortion. 

Winning conditions 
The player with the highest # of senators when the 4th war card (an event card) is revealed 
wins. When a player wins, all the other players have to stand and say “hail Ceasar” 

Components 
● There are two boards (put side by side) that are the Senate and market boards. The 

bottom is a scoring section for players. 
● Player screens, to hide resources. 
● Coins (called Talents) 
● Resource cards - The backs have a number, the fronts have a resource type and value. 

(I, II, and III) 
● Player tokens for bidding 
● Office cards - Number IV on the back.  Offices will be part of the auction process. Some 

offices have one time immediate effects, other have ongoing effects. 
● Event Cards - E on the back - at the beginning of each player’s turn they will draw an 

event card and resolve it. 
● Support cards - for advanced play, with an S on the back 

Setup 
1. Take the two market boards and put them side by side numbered from low to high 
2. Give each player a player screen and tokens.  Put one token on the #5 on the scoring 

track.  
3. Pick a starting player 
4. Separate out the resource cards into three decks (based upon their backs), shuffle and 

put face down above the matching # (I, II and III) on the market boards. 
5. Shuffle the Office cards (4 on the back) and put them face down above the IV on the 

track.  
6. Shuffle the Event cards and put them face down above the I resource deck. 
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7. Give the starting player 10 talents. The second player gets 13, the third 16, and the 4th 
19. 

8. If you want to play the advanced game, deal as many support cards face down as there 
are players into a deck, and then starting with the player to the  right of the first player 
and going counter clockwise, the player picks up the deck, looks at the support cards, 
and picks one. 

 
Now you are ready to play! 

Important Concepts 

Running out of Money 
If at any point in time a player is out of money and needs to pay for something, they can lose 
support of one (or more) senators by moving down the scoring track and receive five talents per 
senator. 

Private vs. Public 
1. Money is always private 
2. Cards start up by being public (face up) in front of the player screen, but can be made 

private through an extortion. 

Game Play 
Starting with the first player and going clockwise,  the player (called the active player) does two 
things 

1. Draws an event card and resolves it's text 
a. If the event is a war card, each player makes a hidden bid with their talents, when 

the bids are revealed, the player with the most talents gain the support of one 
senator. (In the event of a tie or ties, all players get the support of one senator). 
All bid money is given to the bank. 

2. Takes one action. There are three possible actions 
a. Auction 

i. Flip face up one card on each resource deck and the office deck. Then 
starting with the player to the left of the first player, each player may take 
their markers and bid on one or more cards by placing a marker on the 
price below the card.  Players may outbid other players, and a player 
does not have to bid at all. 

ii. After the other players have all bid, the active player does the one of the 
following with each card: 

1. Sell the card to the player with the highest bid for the price they 
paid, and receive that number of talents from that player. 
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2. Buy the card by paying the same price as the highest bid on the 
card. 

3. Any card that doesn’t have a bid the active player gets for free. 
4. The active player can perform these actions on the cards in any 

order (you don’t have to go from low to high) 
iii. When a card is purchased at auction, it is placed face up in front of the 

player screen and is considered public. 
b. Extortion 

i. The active player gets three talents from the bank right away 
ii. They then make an offer to each player to buy one of their public cards. 

The price set is a single price, and no negotiating 
iii. The player who holds the card can either 

1. Sell the card 
2. Pay the offered amount to the active player to keep their card and 

if the card is a resource card flip the card over, making it private 
(and no longer subject to extortion) 

c. Cash-in 
i. If the active player elects to cash in they do to things, trade resources for 

talents, and buy support of new senators 
1. Trade resource for talents - the active player may turn in three 

resources of the same type, or alternatively three resources with 
the same number and receive talents equal to the total value on 
the cards shown.  If a set of three cards is both the same type, 
and the same number, they receive an additional 15 talents.  

2. Buy support of new senators - The active player may pay 10 
talents for the support of a senator, moving their scoring marker 
up one. They may do this multiple times 

ii. Other player may pay 5 talents to the active player, and then take the 
same actions. 

 
 
The game is immediately over when the 4th war card is flipped as an event, the effect of 
the war card is not resolved, the game is immediately over.  
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